BARSTOOLS

AMARULA | RETRO | SAPPHIRE | WATERFALL | SPIRAL

REGIS | SPRING | SOLAR | COSMOPOLITAN
OTTONOMANS

ROUND

ENDLESS

RECTANGULAR

CUBE OTTOMAN

RETRO OTTOMAN
WAVE
CHESTERFIELD DEEP BUTTON
CHESTERFIELD S-SHAPE
CHESTERFIELD ROUND
GREY DAYBED
DAYBED OTTOMAN
LED OTTOMAN
STORAGE OTTOMAN
BAMBOO STOOL
DEEP BUTTON DAYBED
CAFÉ TABLES

CAFÉ TABLE ROUND

CAFÉ TABLE SQUARE

QUADRO

CHOPSTIX

GROG CAFÉ
BUFFET TABLES 1.2 x 2.4

TRESTLE

CONFERENCE

PEARL TABLE 1.8 SQUARE

TRESTLE SQUARE

RUSTIC SERVER

WINDSOR

SERVER
LOUNGE

ARMLESS SINGLE
ARMLESS DOUBLE
PASHA
CLUB

CHICAGO
DUNDEE
MIRAGE

CIRCULAR SOFA
LIPS

BARCELONA
CORNER UNIT
ACCESSORIES

- FAN
- SMART BROCHURE
- WOOD BROCHURE
- EASEL
- PLINTHS
- CLOTHS RAIL
- LOCKER
- WATER DISPENSER
- COAT STAND
- BAR FRIDGE
- UPRIGHT FRIDGE/FREEZER
- STANDING ASHTRAY
PALLET FURNITURE

PALLET DAYBED
PALLET OTTOMAN

PALLET DOUBLE
PALLET SIDE TABLE

PALLET SINGLE

PALLET COFFEE TABLE

PALLET BAR
GEOMETRIC RANGE

Limited Stock

GEO TUB CHAIR  INDUSTRIAL CHAIR  BARREL TABLE  GEO COFFEE TABLE-GLASS TOP

URBAN COFFEE TABLES ROUND

INDUSTRIAL COFFEE TABLE  GEO BENCH  URBAN COFFEE TABLE SQUARE

Limited Stock
Contact Us
Tel: 031 9142933
Email: info@unik.co.za
Website: www.unik.co.za
Address: 15 Springdale Place, Seacow Lake, Springfield, Durban